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One for the Memory Banks by Luke Reese 

 

Cheated out of a golf trip to the British Isles this year because of the pandemic and looking for a 

fix? Well, the timing is perfect for an insightful new book that combines golf travel with wisdom 

and life lessons, Luke Reese’s One for the Memory Banks. 

 

A Midwesterner, Reese was trained as a lawyer but was bored by it and did a double switch, 

combining a new career in the sports (and golf) world with a move to Europe. Inspired by Donald 

Steel’s Classic Golf Links, Reese guides the reader through visits to the Lundin Links, the Machrie 

Golf Links, Portmarnock, Southerndown, Royal County Down and other worthy courses as he 

tours around the British Isles over more than a decade. The story revolves around a legendary 

Scotsman, “Bondy” who becomes a dear friend and an opponent at match play. As Reese says, he 

knew how to play golf when he met Bondy, but Bondy taught him how to play it the Scottish way. 

The golf cognoscenti are aglow about One for the Memory Banks. Michael Bamberger said, "What 

Shivas Irons is to Michael Murphy, Allan Bond is to Luke Reese. Luckily for us, Reese captures 

their relationship for eternity in this timeless and transporting book.” Ran Morrissett also offers 

high praise, “Golf is definitely the backdrop, but One for the Memory Banks is a story about life." 

The publisher of Golf magazine, Jason Adell joins the chorus: “One for the Memory Banks has 

everything that makes golf the greatest game on earth." 

 

 



 

What has them so excited? 

Well, to me it seems to be Reese’s uncanny ability to distill human nature, golf and golf courses 

into their essential elements. The story is simultaneously uplifting and poignant, and will appeal 

equally to both the well-traveled and the armchair golfer. His pithy descriptions comparing various 

links courses in the U.K. to movies and actors is one of the funniest and most insightful paragraphs 

about golf I’ve read in years. Reese also mints several new phrases into the golfing lexicon that 

are bound to stick, including “billionaire golf,” and “never, never.”  

His hard-earned insight explaining why American golfers should never play against a British golfer 

for money will save you multiples of the cost of the book and is indicative of his concise and 

engaging writing style: “In the U.K., the handicap was a mathematical average of one’s scores 

during club tournaments. To put it in a different way, an American golfer’s handicap was a 

reflection of what the golfer could be. In contrast, a British golfer’s handicap reflected what the 

golfer was. Note to fellow Americans: don’t play match play against a Brit for money.” 

The book is more than a worthy placeholder to tide us over until we can fly across the Atlantic 

again and revel in golf played the proper way. 

  

 

 -- John Sabino 


